**SERIES 3070-HI**

**OPTIONS AND UPGRADES**

1. **DUAL GLAZE OPTION**
   - 1-1/16" DUAL GLAZING

2. **FIXED STILE OPTION**
   - ARCHETYPE NARROW
   - FIXED STILE

3. **INTERLOCKER OPTION**
   - HP INTERLOCKERS (BOTH)

**POCKET WALL OPTIONS**

4. **OPTIONAL CLOSED WALL POCKET**

5. **OPTIONAL POCKET JAMBES**

6. **2-1/2" POCKET SIGHTLINE INTERLOCKER**

7. **2-PIECE POCKET INTERLOCKER WITH REVERSE HP INTERLOCKER**

8. **L-TYPE POCKET INTERLOCKER WITH REVERSE HP INTERLOCKER**

9. **J-POST POCKET INTERLOCKER WITH REVERSE HP INTERLOCKER**

10. **L-TYPE POCKET INTERLOCKER**

**DOOR COLLECTOR OPTION**

11. **DOOR COLLECTOR**
    - DOOR COLLECTOR
    - 3-1/2" SIGHTLINE INTERLOCKER
    - EXTERIOR

---

**GLASS Penetration: 11/16"**

**ENCLOSED PX AND XP DOORS MAY REQUIRE POCKET DEMO FOR PANEL REMOVAL.**
DUAL GLAZE OPTION

1–1/16” DUAL GLAZING

3.0 DIA

5 7/16”

2”

3 13/16” TRACK DEPTH

EXTERIOR
FROZEN STILE OPTION

ARCHETYPE NARROW FIXED STILE

3\frac{11}{16}''

1\frac{5}{16}''

3\frac{13}{16}''

EXTERIOR
HIGH PERFORMANCE INTERLOCKERS

HP INTERLOCKERS (BOTH SIDES)

2\frac{1}{16}"

EXTERIOR
POCKET WALL OPTIONS

OPTIONAL POCKET JAMB

3 13/16" FRAME DEPTH

3 3/8" TO SILL

EXTerior
POCKET WALL OPTIONS

2-1/2" POCKET
SIGHTLINE INTERLOCKER

STANDARD TWO-PIECE POCKET INTERLOCKER

3" TO SILL

2 1/2"

1"

(D.O.)

EXTERIOR
2-PIECE POCKET
INTERLOCKER WITH
REVERSE HP INTERLOCKER

1" TO SILL

3/8" EXTERIOR (D.O.)
POCKET WALL OPTIONS

L-TYPE POCKET
INTERLOCKER WITH
REVERSE HP INTERLOCKER

1/" TO SILL

1 3/16"

EXTerior

(D.O.)
POCKET WALL OPTIONS

J-POST POCKET
INTERLOCKER WITH
REVERSE HP INTERLOCKER

1/16" TO SILL

3/8" (D.O.)

EXTERIOR
POCKET WALL OPTIONS

L-TYPE POCKET INTERLOCKER

TO SILL

(D.O.)

EXTERIOR